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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gulden: Welcome everyone, and thank you for being here. Today we will share our experience with our Math Teachers’ Circle in terms of our attempts to align with the Common Core through our first two years.  Specifically, we’ll share a bit about our progression from focusing on content and Mathematical Practices alignment to inclusion of pedagogical PD to support their ability to implement the practices in the classroom.  



Northern Colorado MTC

• Leadership team formed by March 2011 (2 UNC 
faculty and 3 district teachers).

• Attended 2011 MTC workshop at AIM in Palo 
Alto, CA. 

• Our sponsors: State Farm, BBVA Compass, MSRI, 
AIM.

• 2012-2013: Evening sessions, Summer Workshop
• 2013-2014: Evening sessions, 2nd Summer 

Workshop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gulden:First we’ll give a brief history of our circle’s development to give an idea of how we started who we are and where we are now.Initial formation, summer workshop and changes for second summerFor 2014-2015, we’re now offering evening sessions and planning a joint summer workshop with the Rocky Mountain MTC led by Diana



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
10:30-11:00
Welcome participants; 
Pre-Survey

8:30-10
Taxicab Geometry

8:30-10
Mathematical Games

8:30-10
Number Theory

10-10:30 Break 10-10:30 Break 10-10:30 Break
11:00- 12:00
Ice Breaker Problem

10:30- 12:00
Taxicab Geometry

10:30- 12:00
Mathematical Games

10:30- 12:00
Number Theory

12-1 Lunch 12-1 Lunch 12-1 Lunch 12-1 Lunch
1:00- 2:30 
Intro to Problem Solving

1-3:00
Transformational
Geometry

1-2:30
Mathematical Magic

1-2:30
Fractions

2:30-3:00 Break 3:00-3:30 Break 2:30-3:00 Break 2:30-4:00
Closing:
Overall Wrap-Up & 
Door prizes

3:00- 5:00 
Intro to Problem Solving

3:30- 5:00
Conway’s Rational
Tangles

3:00- 5:00
Mathematical Magic

5:00-6:00 Free 5:00-6:00 Outdoor Dinner 
(BBQ)

5:00-6:00 Free (Hiking)

6:00-7:00 Dinner 6:00-7:30 Hiking 6:00-7:00 Dinner
7:00-8:30
Games & Refreshments 
by the campfire

7:30-9:30
Games & Refreshments

7:00-9:00
Games & Refreshments

Invited Speaker, Paul Zeitz, came for Wednesday and Thursday 

1st Summer Workshop (2013)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gulden:Chose particular topics:Some of which matched what they did in classroom (e.g. fractions), Some extended or contrasted topics from classroom (e.g. Taxicab geometry), Some designed to strengthen their understanding of problem-solving more generally, Some just interesting and fun extensions (e.g. Math games and magic) This summer we did make explicit some connections to the relevant common core content.  We also had them read and discuss the mathematical practices, but we had relatively little explicit focus on pedagogy and how they might implement these problems in their classrooms.  Just to give you a feel for some of the different content-focused problems, we’ll review a few activities from the summer.  



1st Summer Workshop
Sample Problems

• Fraction Problems:
Find 4 different decimal digits a, b, c, d so that 

and is as close to 1 as possible.  Prove that your 
answer is the largest such number less than 1.

From Tatiana Shubin’s Fractions, Decimals, Ratios, Rates, Percents, 
Proportions Worksheet from mathteacherscircle.org
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1st Summer Workshop
Sample Problems

• Fraction Problems:
At sunrise two old women started to walk towards 
each other. One started from point A and went 
towards point B while the other started at B and 
went towards A. They met at noon but did not stop; 
each one continued to walk maintaining her speed 
and direction. The first woman came to the point B 
at 4:00 pm, and the other one came to point A at 
9:00 pm. At what time did the sunrise that day?

From Tatiana Shubin’s Fractions, Decimals, Ratios, Rates, Percents, 
Proportions Worksheet from mathteacherscircle.org
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• Transformational Geometry Problems:
Two cities A and B are on one side of a highway. A 
company has to build a gas station G on the highway 
and a road from A to B through G that goes straight 
from A to G and from G to B. Design such a road of 
shortest length. (What if we have three cities 
instead of two?)

Geometric Transformations I (1962) by I.M. Yaglom (translated from Russian 
by Allen Shields) –Suggested by Paul Zeitz.

1st Summer Workshop
Sample Problems
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• Taxicab Geometry Problems:
What do taxicab circles look like? What is the 
taxicab value of π?

Which of the triangle congruences (SSS, ASA, AAS, 
and SAS) are not true in taxicab geometry? For each 
one that fails, give a counterexample to show it is 
not true.

From Taxicab Geometry by Eugene F. Krause. 

1st Summer Workshop
Sample Problems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gulden:Nice extension of their curriculum



Teacher Changes in Practice 
After 1st Summer Workshop

• “Problems in a Bag”
• Weekly “Puzzles and Problems”

• Implementation of Guiding Questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Katie: We were excited to hear from some of our participants about explicit shifts they made in their classroom practices following their experiences in the first summer workshop.One participant described how she created “Problems in a Bag” supplemental materials so that whenever the students had down time in the classroom they could grab one of these bags and find an interesting problem-solving activity to work on, e.g. Towers of Hanoi as well as some math games Another participant described a series of problem-solving sessions that she did once a week throughout the semester.  But the biggest change she implemented in her practice related to the form of her facilitation.  Specifically, she moved away from ever just telling her students how to do a problem and switched to constant questioning guiding them through their reasoning about problems.  As she shared this in the second summer, she laughed about how her students had made fun of her for only answering their questions by posing another question.



Implemented Problems
from 1st Summer Workshop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KatieInterestingly, when the teachers did actually implement problems from our previous summer workshop, the problems they chose were not those that were directly tied to their content.  For example, one teacher implemented some of the problems that were aimed just at developing stronger problem-solving strategies, such as the shortest path problem.  Here is a sample of student work on that problem.



Starting with a pile of puppies and kittens, two players 
take turns; a legal move is removing any number of 
puppies or any number of kittens or an equal number 
of both puppies and kittens. A player wins by removing 
the last of the animals.  What’s a winning strategy?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Katie:Here’s another set of students’ work on another problem from our summer workshop.While we did see these few examples of teachers actually implementing changes in their classrooms, the more common comment on our post-survey at the end of the first summer workshop was that teachers felt they needed further support on how to actually shift their practice to incorporate more problem solving and finding/developing better problems to facilitate that.



2nd Summer Workshop:
Sessions on Implementation

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
10:30-11:00
Welcome participants; 
Pre-Survey

8:30-10
Math Session

8:30-10
Math Session

8:30-10
Math Session

10-10:30 Break 10-10:30 Break 10-10:30 Break
11:00- 12:00
Math Session

10:30- 12:00
Math Session

10:30- 12:00
Math Session

10:30- 12:00
Math Session

12-1 Lunch 12-1 Lunch 12-1 Lunch 12-1 Lunch
1:00- 2:30 
Math Session

1-3:00
Math Session

1-2:30
Math Session

1-2:30
Math Session

2:30-3:00 Break 3:00-3:30 Break 2:30-3:00 Break 2:30-4:00
Closing:
Overall Wrap-Up & 
Door prizes

3:00- 5:00 
Math Session

3:30- 5:00
Math Session

3:00- 5:00
Math Session

5:00-6:00 Free 5:00-6:00 Outdoor Dinner (BBQ) 5:00-6:00 Free (Hiking)
6:00-7:00 Dinner 6:00-7:30 Hiking 6:00-7:00 Dinner
7:00-8:30

Experiences
of Former 
Participants

7:30-9:30

Task Analysis 
Of Participants’ 
Curricula

7:00-9:00

Implementation 
Planning
and Sharing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gulden:In response to these survey comments, we chose to restructure our evening sessions in the 2nd summer workshop to give teachers time to analyze problems from their curricula, discuss how/if these problems would promote problem-solving strategies as highlighted in our sessions and/or the mathematical practices.  They were also given time to look at problems from our daily sessions to explore how they might use/modify them to fit in their classrooms.



Task Analysis Framework

Selecting and Creating Mathematical Tasks: From Research to Practice, Mathematics 
Teaching in Middle School, vol 3, no.5, February 1998, Margaret Smith and Mary Kay Stein.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gulden:To facilitate their classroom planning we provided them with additional structure to guide their analysis based on Peg Smith and Mary Kay Stein’s Task Analysis Framework.



Task Analysis Cont’d

• Sample Place Value Problem:
Mind Reader:  For this problem, I will demonstrate 
my ability to read your mind.  You start by choosing 
a six-digit whole number “n” that repeats the first 
three digits – e.g. numbers like 725725 or 109109 or 
226226.   Without knowing what number you chose, 
I will guess a factor of your number. 
Your goal is to expose my mind-reading scam as just 
good mathematics. Predict all the possible numbers 
that I might choose as a factor of your number n. 
How does my “mind-reading” trick?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Katie:We saw a nice progression of teacher discussions about cognitive demand of problems from the beginning of the week to the end, which we attribute to these evening session discussions.  As an example, early in the week teachers discussed some topics they struggled to teach and mentioned place value.  In that first discussion, some teachers insisted that the key aspects of teaching place value were to train their students how to name the places correctly and not refer to a number like 127.35 in that way but instead as one hundred twenty seven and 35 hundredths.  They even emphasized the issue of where to say the “and” in the number.  At the end of week, we chose to specifically have a session around place value, including these sample problems and the wrap-up discussion of that session demonstrated a shift in teachers’ the role of place value beyond vocabulary and the importance of higher demand tasks to help their students appreciate this as well.  



MTC Practices that Promote Shifts 
in Teacher Work

• Content-alignment with Common Core State 
Standards

• Practice-alignment with Common Core
• General session facilitation characteristics
• Research-based, structured sessions for 

pedagogical PD

http://www.unco.edu/nhs/mathsci/mtc/
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http://www.unco.edu/nhs/mathsci/mtc/
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